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Abstract: In recent years, graph neural networks (GNNS) have been demonstrated to be a powerful
way to learn graph data. The existing recommender systems based on the implicit factor models
mainly use the interactive information between users and items for training and learning. A user–
item graph, a user–attribute graph, and an item–attribute graph are constructed according to the
interactions between users and items. The latent factors of users and items can be learned in these
graph structure data. There are many methods for learning the latent factors of users and items. Still,
they do not fully consider the influence of node attribute information on the representation of the
latent factors of users and items. We propose a rating prediction recommendation model, short for
LNNSR, utilizing the level of information granularity allocated on each attribute by developing a
granular neural network. The different granularity distribution proportion weights of each attribute
can be learned in the granular neural network. The learned granularity allocation proportion weights
are integrated into the latent factor representation of users and items. Thus, we can capture user-
embedding representations and item-embedding representations more accurately, and it can also
provide a reasonable explanation for the recommendation results. Finally, we concatenate the user
latent factor-embedding and the item latent factor-embedding and then feed it into a multi-layer
perceptron for rating prediction. Extensive experiments on two real-world datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed framework.

Keywords: recommender systems; graph neural networks; rating prediction; granular neural network;
latent factor

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet, especially the mobile Internet, the amount
of information on the Internet is growing explosively. Obtaining meaningful content
for users from a large amount of digital information has become a hot research task. A
personalized recommendation can help users obtain useful information efficiently and
accurately in massive information resources. The collaborative filtering framework is often
used in recommender systems. For example, some recommender models utilize matrix
factorization to learn the representations of users and items based on their historical interac-
tions [1,2]. The typical models include matrix factorization (MF) [3,4], probabilistic matrix
factorization (PMF) [5,6], singular value decomposition (SVD) [5,6], Bayesian personalized
ranking (BPR) [7], etc. However, matrix factorization-based recommender systems can only
use matrix scores for modeling and recommending, while we cannot fully utilize some
important feature information. In 2010, Rendle proposed an FM algorithm, aiming at the
problem that sparse data has no interaction and cannot estimate parameters. The model
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characterizes each eigenvalue by embedding it into the implicit vector and characterizes the
combination between the two features by the inner product between the two implicit vec-
tors [8]. DCF is an early hybrid recommendation algorithm combining probability matrix
decomposition and a noise-reduction self-encoder [9]. In 2016, deep-learning technology
began to be applied in the field of recommender systems. Referring to the idea of word2vec,
the item2vec algorithm takes the user’s behavior sequence as a sentence for representation
and learning [10]. DeepFM can capture the low-order intersections of features and make
full use of the depth model to extract and capture high-order features to achieve better
generalization ability [11]. Many classical models have been proposed in the same period,
such as NFM, AFM, etc. [12,13].

With the development of graph neural networks, graph neural networks have proved
to be able to learn graph structure data [14–17], which provides a new research idea for the
development of recommendation systems. For example, NeuMF, proposed by Xiangnan
He [18], is a state-of-the-art matrix factorization model with a neural network architecture.
IGMC, proposed by Zhang M, is an inductive matrix completion model that does not use
side information, which trains a graph neural network base on 1-hop subgraphs [19]. In
order to solve the link prediction problem on bipartite graphs, a self-coding framework
is used for graph information aggregation in GCMC [20]. The NGCF model proposed
by Wang x et al. [21] exploits the user–item graph structure by propagating embeddings.
This leads to the expressive modeling of high-order connectivity in the user–item graph,
effectively injecting the collaborative signal into the embedding process in an explicit
manner. GraphRec, proposed by Wenqi fan et al. [22], is based on the architecture of
matrix decomposition. While generating user-hidden vectors and item-hidden vectors,
it aggregates the information of user–item interaction graphs and social network graphs
through a deep neural network and attention mechanism.

One of the most critical challenges faced is considering user and item attributes
to enhance the prediction performance. Learning node embeddings (user or item) and
attribute embeddings have proven essential in providing useful information for more
accurate predictions [23,24]. In the task of the recommendation system, the user–item
interaction includes the user’s scoring data of the item, which is typical graphic data. The
main idea is how to use a neural network to iteratively aggregate the feature information
from the neighborhood of the local graph. The node information can be propagated
again after aggregation. In the case of the social relationships among users cannot be
obtained easily, it is particularly important to use user attribute information and item
attribute information to represent the embedding of users and items. For example, the
AFM (attentional factorization machine) model adopts the attention mechanism to improve
the performance compared with the NFM model. Graphrec also introduces the attention
mechanism to calculate the similarity between users and items through a multi-layer
perceptron. Chen S et al. propose a deep-learning framework for explicit recommender
systems, ACAE, based on the denoising autoencoder, which can extract the global latent
factors in a non-linear fashion from the sparse rating matrices [25]. However, in the
traditional methods for aggregating features of different dimensions, the influence of
the node’s attributes on the representation of latent factors of users and items is not fully
considered, let alone the influence degree of different feature attributes on the representation
of users and items. For example, for the same user, it is also to buy lipstick. Whether the
user is male or female, the representation of the user’s image or characteristics will be
different. Moreover, the behavior of a 20-year-old woman buying lipstick is completely
different from that of a 70-year-old man.

Recently, the application of granular neural networks on pattern recognition and
remote sensing image classification has been explored with various optimization methods
in [26,27]. There also have been some studies about system modeling with granular space
of parameters. Song et al. developed a granular input space for neural networks to evaluate
the influence of input features (variables) on the output results [28]. By distributing
information granularities across input variables, the output of a network has different
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levels of sensitivity on various input variables. Capturing the relationship between input
variables and output result becomes of great help for mining knowledge from the data.
In this way, important features of the data can be easily found. We employ interval
mathematics in neural networks for input granularity of a user’s attributes and an item’s
attributes. The different granularity distribution of the attributes indicates that they are of
different importance. Therefore, in this paper, we use the user’s attributes and behavior to
aggregate the latent factors for representing a user’s preference vector. We use the item’s
attributes and the item’s behavior to aggregate the latent factors for representing an item’s
preference vector.

2. The Proposed Framework

In the proposed recommendation system, as shown in Figure 1, the user–item graph,
user–attribute graph, and item–attribute graph are constructed according to the interactive
information between users and items.
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Figure 1. Graph Data contains the user–item graph and the user–attribute graph, and the item–
attribute graph.

As can be seen from the above figure, according to the interaction relationship of data,
we can get the interaction behavior representation of all users and items and the attribute
representation of all users and items. From the user–item interaction graph, we can capture
the user’s preference information for items. For example, user 1 likes laptops, and user 2
likes T-shirts. At the same time, combining with the user’s attribute information, it can
also help capture the user’s preference information. For example, user 1 is a male, age 32,
and an IT engineer. From the attribute information, we can also learn and capture some
behavior preference characteristics of the user. With the help of graph neural network
technology, in this paper, we can learn the hidden latent factors representation of users
by aggregating user–item interaction graphs and user–attribute graphs. By aggregating
the user–item interaction graph and item–attribute graph, we can learn the hidden latent
factors representation of the items. Secondly, we use a granular neural network to learn
the optimal allocation for information granularity. We integrate the proportional weight of
the optimal allocation into the user and item implicit factor representation to capture the
user’s embedding vector and the item’s embedding vector more accurately. Finally, after
concatenating the user latent factor-embedding and the item latent factor-embedding, the
final rating prediction of the model is obtained through a multi-layer perceptron calculation.

2.1. Granular Neural Networks

For traditional neural networks, we have done extensive research. Usually, the con-
ventional neural network can only deal with crisp numerical input–output data. Compared
with the traditional point-valued neural network, the research of a general interval neural
network is of great significance to the theoretical system of the neural network [29]. When
processing data, the granular output of granular neural network can provide an interval
prediction result instead of only a point-value output, so as to provide different levels and
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comprehensive guidance for data evaluation. We augment neural networks by distributing
information granularities across the user attributes and item attributes and assigning dif-
ferent information granularities to each attribute. Finally, an improved Parthenon genetic
algorithm is used to optimize the allocation of information granularity. We integrate the
proportional weight of the optimal allocation into the user- and item-implicit factor repre-
sentation to capture the user’s embedding vector and the item’s embedding vector more
accurately. The structure of the granular neural network is shown in Figure 2, below.
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2.1.1. The Interval of Information Granules

If “ε” is given, the core issue of allocation of information granularity is to discover the
best group of sub-granularities that optimizes a given objective function. The goal of the
allocation of information granularity is to discover the preference of input features. We also
require that the following overall summation formula of granularity should be retained,
which is expressed in the form:

ε ∗ n =
n

∑
k=1

εn (1)

where εi(i ε[1, n]) is the information granularity bound with different input characteristics in
a group of data, which are the core problems in the subsequent optimization problems, and
N is the total number of granularities. If the optimized values of ε1 ε2 . . . εn differ greatly, it
means different granularities are allocated for different attributes, and different attributes
have different effects on the output results. Here, intervals are used as the framework of
information granules. The constructed intervals are described as follows:

x → [x− ε− ∗ range, x + ε+ ∗ range] (2)

where the “range” is the range of the variable x (maximum value of x subtracts the minimum
value of x). In Formula (2), ε− is the granularity associated with the lower part of the
interval, and ε+ is the granularity associated with the upper part of the interval.

2.1.2. Training Objectives

For traditional neural networks, our goal is to minimize the error E between the output
and the actual output, as follows:

E = ∑ (ytarget − y)2 (3)

where ytarget represents the output value of the neural network. Our goal is to minimize
the error E between the output and the actual output.

In our study, each input attribute feature is expanded into an interval by the formula:

ε1 + ε2 . . . . . . + εn = n ∗ ε ε jε[0, 1] (4)
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After the input space is partitioned, its corresponding output space also becomes
an interval. For each instance in the input space, after the GNN operation, there is a
corresponding output interval (YG), which can be expressed as follows:

ygi =
[
ygilow , ygiup

]
(5)

Our goal is to optimize the granularity distribution to maximize the specificity of the
interval output and the coverage of the interval output. The objective function mainly
depends on specificity and coverage. Here, the specificity is expressed by the length of the
output interval, and the expression formula is as follows:

Q1 =
1

e
∑

p
i=1 (ygiup−ygilow)

p

(6)

The coverage is defined as the ratio of the target output falling into the output interval.
For example, there are p instances in dataset D. De is the dataset obtained after interval
expansion. T is the output interval obtained after GNN operation, and its total number is p.
The definition of coverage is the number pin of P granularity output intervals obtained by
GNN operation for the corresponding real data of P instances in dataset D. The coverage
can be expressed by the following formula:

Qcover =
pin
p

(7)

These two criteria, depending on their characters, are more likely in conflict. Consider-
ing this, a two-objective combined optimization is optional. The objective function can be
set as:

Q = Qcover ∗Q1 (8)

For traditional neural networks, for each instance of the input data, there is only one
output, which is denoted as ytarget in Formula (3). In our following study, each input feature
is expanded into an interval by Formula (4). For each input feature, we assign a granularity
εi(i ε[1, n]), where n is the total number of input features. Thus, there is a corresponding
interval output (ygi) obtained by the operation with granular neural networks for each
instance of the input data. As expressed in Formula (4), ygi is an interval output. What
we aim to do in this study is to optimize the distribution of εi so that the specificity of
interval outputs is maximized (and the coverage of interval outputs is maximized), where
the specificity and the coverage is expressed as Q1 and Qcover.

In the process of training the granularity neural network, we use an improved Partheno
genetic algorithm to continuously optimize the granularity allocation until the Q value of
the above formula is optimal.

2.2. The Overall Architecture of the Proposed Model

Based on the interaction between users and items, in this paper, we construct a user–
item graph, a user–attribute graph, and an item–attribute graph. We can learn the latent
factor of the user’s attribute side from the user–attribute graph and learn the latent factor
of the user’s behavior side from the user–item interaction graph. Finally, we connect the
aggregated attribute side feature vector and behavior side feature vector to generate the
final user’s latent factor feature vector. The granularity optimal allocation proportion
weight of user’s attributes is optimized through granularity neural network training, which
is integrated into the attention mechanism. By adding the granularity optimal allocation
proportion weight of attributes, the SoftMax function can enlarge or reduce the original
input and generate a new weight set to characterize the user’s hidden factor vector more
accurately. Similarly, we also can learn the latent factor of the item’s attribute side from
the item–attribute graph and learn the latent factor of the item’s behavior side from the
user–item interaction graph. Finally, we connect the aggregated attribute side feature vector
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and behavior side feature vector to generate the final item’s latent factor feature vector.
The prediction score of the proposed recommendation algorithm model is generated by
aggregating the user’s feature vector and item’s feature vector. The overall framework of
the model is shown in Figure 3, below:
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2.2.1. User Latent Factors

The user latent factor vector can be captured from the user–attribute graph and user–
item interaction graph. From the user–attribute graph, we can capture the latent factor
representation vector of the user’s attribute side. From the user–item interaction graph, we
can capture the latent factor representation vector of the user’s behavior side and aggregate
the two latent factor vector forms to obtain the final user latent factor vector.

Latent factor of the user’s attribute side. Different users can represent different
user attribute side latent factors through the embedding representation of user attribute
information. For each user, we aggregate the user’s attribute information to obtain the
user’s attribute side latent factor, shown as the following function:

Upro = σ
(

W · AttUpro

(
hI

p, ∀p ∈ M(i)
)
+ b
)

(9)

where Upro denotes the latent factor of the user’s attribute side. hI
p denotes the embedding

vector of each attribute P of user I, and M is the attribute sets of users I. The total number
of attributes is m. σ is the non-linear activation function; W and b are the weight and
bias of a neural network, respectively. AttUpro is the user’s attribute aggregation function.
According to the attention mechanism [21], each user’s attribute vector can be assigned
a personalized weight. The latent factor of the user’s attribute side is defined with the
following function:

Upro = σ(W ·
{

m

∑
p=0

ai ∗ hI
p

}
+ b) (10)

where ai denotes the attention weight of the attribute p in contributing to the latent factor
of the user’s attribute side when characterizing the user’s preference for the attributes. σ
denotes the non-linear activation function, and W and b are the weight and bias of a neural
network, respectively. Here, we use the attention mechanism proposed in this paper, which
combines with the optimizing allocation for information granularity of user attributes by
developing a granular neural network. The calculation formula is as follows:

a∗ i = WT
2 · σ

(
W1 ·

[
hI

p ⊕ Pi

]
+ b1

)
+ b2 (11)

ai =
εk ∗ a∗ i

∑kεM(i) exp(εk ∗ a∗ i )
(12)
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ε ∗ n =
n

∑
k=1

εk (13)

where Pi is the embedding layer representation vector of user I.⊕ denotes the concatenation
operation between two vectors. W1 and b1 are the weight and bias of the first layer of a
neural network, and W2 and b2 are the weight and bias of the second layer of a neural
network, respectively. n is the number of user’s attributes, and εk is the level of information
granularity allocated on each attribute of the user.

Latent factor of the user’s behavior side. The user–item graph contains interactions
between users and items and users’ rating scores on items. Inspired by the GraphRec
model, we can capture the user’s behavior latent factor vector in the user–item graph to
get user preferences by considering the items with which the user interacts and the user’s
scoring on these items:

Uact = σ(W · AttUact (hia, ∀a ∈ C(i)) + b) (14)

Similarly, a personalized weight can be assigned to each user’s opinion-aware interac-
tion vector, expressed in the following form:

Uact = σ(W · (
n

∑
k=0

βihia + b)) (15)

where hia is a representation vector to denote opinion-aware interaction between user i and
an item a, which is to aggregate the user’s interaction with the item and the user’s score on
the item to represent the latent factor vector on the user’s behavior side. C(i) is the set of
items that user i has interacted with. βi represents the contribution of different opinion-
aware interaction vectors to characterize the latent factor vector of user’s behavior side.

A user can express his/her opinions or rating scores to items during user–item interac-
tions, denoted as r. These opinions on items can capture users’ preferences for items, which
can help model latent factors of a user’s behavior side. We introduce an opinion-embedding
vector, Er ∈ Rd, which denotes each opinion r as a dense vector representation. For a
user’s opinions on the items, we combine item-embedding qa and opinion-embedding Er
via a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to construct an opinion-aware interaction model; f is
the aggregation function to fuse the interaction information with the opinion information,
as follows:

hia = f ([qa ⊕ Er ]) (16)

In the above formula, f is the aggregation function to fuse the interaction information
with the opinion information as shown.

The attention contribution of different behaviors on the user behavior side to the user
latent factor vector in Formula (15) is calculated as follows:

β∗ i = WT
2 · σ(W1 · [hia ⊕ Pi] + b1) + b2 (17)

βi =
β∗ i

∑kεM(i) exp(εk ∗ β∗ i)
(18)

Finally, the latent factor of the user’s attribute side and the latent factor of the user’s
behavior side need to be considered together since the user–attribute graph and the user–
item graph provide information about users from different perspectives. We combine
these two latent factors to the final user latent factor via a standard MLP where the latent
factor of the user’s attribute side Upro and the latent factor of user’s behavior side Uact are
concatenated before feeding into MLP. Formally, the user latent factor is defined as follows,
where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operation between two vectors and l is the index of a
hidden layer:

U1 =
[
Upro ⊕Uact] (19)
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U2 = σ(W2·U1 +b2) (20)

. . . . . .

U = σ(Wl ·Ul−1 +bl−1) (21)

2.2.2. Item Latent Factors

The item latent factor vector can be captured from the item–attribute graph and the
user–item interaction graph. From the item–attribute graph, we can capture the latent
factor representation vector of item’s attribute side. From the user–item interaction graph,
we can capture the latent factor representation vector of item’s interaction. Finally, we
aggregate the two latent factor vectors to obtain the final item latent factor vector.

Latent factor of the item’s attribute side. Different items can represent different
item attribute side latent factors through the embedding representation of item attribute
information. For each item, we aggregate the item’s attribute information to obtain the
latent factor of the item‘s attribute side, shown as the following function:

Ipro = σ
(

W · AttIpro

(
hJ

q, ∀q ∈ G(j)
)
+ b
)

(22)

According to the attention mechanism [30], each item’s attribute vector can be assigned
a personalized weight. The latent factor of an item’s attribute side is defined as the following
function:

Ipro = σ(W · {
n

∑
q=0

µj ∗ hJ
q}+ b) (23)

where hJ
q denotes the embedding vector of each attribute q of Item J, and G is the attribute

sets of Item J; the total number of attributes is k. µj denotes the attention weight of the
attribute q in contributing to the latent factor of item’s attribute side when characterizing
item’s characteristics from the attributes. Here, we also use the attention mechanism
proposed in this paper, which is combined with the optimizing allocation for information
granularity of item attributes by developing a granular neural network. The calculation
formula is as follows:

µ∗ j = WT
2 · σ

(
W1 ·

[
hJ

q ⊕Qj

]
+ b1

)
+ b2 (24)

µj =
εk ∗ µ∗ j

∑kεG(j) exp
(
εk ∗ µ∗ j

) (25)

ε ∗ n =
n

∑
k=1

εk (26)

where k is the number of item’s attributes, and εk is the level of information granularity
allocated on each attribute of the item. Qj is the embedding layer representation vector of
item J.

Latent factor of the item’s behavior side. We can capture the item’s latent factor
vector in the user–item graph according to the item’s interaction and scoring on them. In
the user–item graph, we can capture the latent factor of the item’s behavior side according
to the interaction and scoring information from different users. Users may express different
opinions or rating scores on the item in different periods, even for the same item. With the
help of these opinions from different users, we can capture the characteristics of the item in
different ways provided by users, which is helpful to model the latent factors of the item:

Iact = σ
(
W · AttIact

(
f jt, ∀t ∈ B(j)

)
+ b
)

(27)
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Similarly, a personalized weight can be assigned to each item’s opinion-aware interac-
tion vector, expressed in the following form:

Iact = σ(W · (
n

∑
k=0

γjt f jt + b)) (28)

where f jt is a representation vector to denote opinion-aware interaction between an item
j and a user t, which is to aggregate the item’s interaction with the user and the user’s
score on them to represent the latent factor vector on the item’s behavior side. B(j) is the
set of users who has interacted with the item j. γjt represents the contribution of different
opinion-aware interaction vectors to characterize the latent factor vector of the item’s
behavior side.

We combine user-embedding uj and opinion-embedding Er via a Multi-Layer Per-
ceptron; f is the aggregation function to fuse the interaction information with the opinion
information, as follows:

f jt = f
([

uj ⊕ Er
])

(29)

The attention contribution of different users’ behaviors on the item to the item latent
factor vector in Formula (28) is calculated as follows:

γ∗ jt = WT
2 · σ

(
W1 ·

[
f jt ⊕ uj

]
+ b1

)
+ b2 (30)

γjt =
γ∗ jt

∑tεB(j) exp
(
γ∗ jt

) (31)

Finally, the latent factor of the item’s attribute side and the latent factor of the item’s
behavior side need to be considered together since the item–attribute graph and the user–
item graph provides information about items from different perspectives. We combine
these two latent factors to the final item latent factor via a standard MLP, where the latent
factor of the item’s attribute side Ipro and the latent factor of item’s behavior side Ipro are
concatenated before feeding into MLP. Formally, the item latent factor is defined as follows:

I1 =
[
Ipro ⊕ Iact] (32)

I2 = σ(W2·I1 +b2) (33)

. . . . . .

I = σ(Wl ·Il−1 +bl−1) (34)

2.2.3. Rating Prediction

In this paper, our proposed model is designed for the rating prediction recommenda-
tion task. With the latent factors of users and items (i.e., U and I), we can first concatenate
them and then feed it into MLP for rating prediction as:

R1 = [U ⊕ I] (35)

R2 = σ(W2·R1 +b2) (36)

. . . . . .

Rl = σ(Wl−1·Rl−1 +bl−1) (37)

R′ = Wt ∗ Rl (38)

where l is the index of a hidden layer and R′ is the predicted rating.
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3. Experiment
3.1. Dataset Description

We present a series of numeric experiments using the following two datasets: Book-
Crossing and MovieLens-1M, containing user and item attributes. The MovieLens-1M
dataset is a classic film-scoring dataset obtained from the MovieLens film-scoring rec-
ommendation website. It contains nearly one million scoring records of 3706 films by
6040 users. The users’ ratings of books range from 0 to 10. The Book-Crossing dataset is
the book scoring data compiled by Cai Nicolas Ziegler according to the data of a Book
social networking website. In this website system, each book is given a special identity in
order to track and connect its readers. The readers’ ratings of books are range from 0 to
10. A score of 0 indicates that the reader did not give a score after reading. The higher the
score, the more the users like the corresponding books. In order to facilitate processing
and experiment, we mapped 1–10 points to 1–5 points for the Book-Crossing dataset. The
statistics of the two datasets are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Statistics of the datasets.

Datasets MovieLens-1M Book-Crossing

# of Users 6040 278,858
# of Items 3706 271,379

# of Ratings 1,000,209 1,031,175
Rating Density 95.53 99.99

3.2. Experimental Settings

In the experiment, to ensure the quality of the dataset, we retain users and items with
at least five interactions. We set the embedding size of the model to 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256
for testing, respectively. The learning rate is set to 0.001, the number of iterations is 100,
and the activation function is RuLU. We employed three hidden layers for all the neural
components. The early stopping strategy was performed, where we stopped training if the
RMSE on the validation set increased for five successive epochs. We randomly initialized
model parameters with a Gaussian distribution for all neural network methods, where the
mean and standard deviation are 0 and 0.1, respectively. We randomly used 80% of the
data as training data to learn model parameters, used the remaining 10% of the data as
validation data to tune super parameters, and used the other 10% of the data as test data
for the final performance test. We optimized all models with the Adam optimizer, where
the batch size was fixed at 512. Additionally, we employed the node-dropout technique for
GC-MC, NGCF, GraphRec, and our proposed LNNSR, where the dropout ratio was tuned
in {0.3, 0.1,..., 0.8}.

3.3. Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the quality of the recommendation algorithms, two popular met-
rics were adopted to evaluate the predictive accuracy, namely, Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Smaller values of MAE and RMSE indicate better pre-
dictive accuracy. Moreover, to evaluate the effectiveness of the top-K recommendation and
preference ranking, we adopted the widely-used evaluation protocols MRR@K, RECALL@K,
and HR@K. By default, we set K = 10. We reported the average metrics for all users in the
test set. The calculation method of RMSE and MAE are shown as the following formulas:

MAE =
∑u,iεT

∣∣∣R′u,i − Ru,i

∣∣∣
|T| (39)

MASE =

√√√√∑u,iεT

(
R′u,i − Ru,i

)2

|T| (40)
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where T is the test data set, Ru,i is the real score of user u on item I, and R′u,i is the score
predicted by the recommendation algorithm.

The calculation method of MRR@K, RECALL@K, and HR@K are shown as the follow-
ing formulas:

MRR@K =
1
|Q|

|Q|

∑
i=1

1
ranki

(41)

where |Q| is the total number of users. ranki is the ranking position of the first item in the
real result in the recommendation list for the ith user;

RECALL@K =
TP

TP + FP
(42)

where TP is the True Positives and FP is the False Positives;

HR@K =
Nembero f Hits@K

|GT| (43)

where |GT| is all the test data set. NemberofHits@K is the sum of the number of test sets in
the first k of each user.

3.4. Baselines

To demonstrate the effectiveness, we compared our proposed LNNSR with the fol-
lowing traditional recommender systems. In order to compare the accuracy of the score
prediction of the model, we used the MSNR and MAE calculators in the first experiment.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the top-K recommendations and preference ranking, we
used the MRR@10, RECALL@10, and HR@10 calculators in another experiment.

PMF [3]: Probabilistic Matrix Factorization is a classical factorization model of prob-
ability matrices that utilizes a user–item rating matrix only and models latent factors of
users and items by Gaussian distributions. The model is constructed from the aspect of
probability interpretation.

DCF [9]: This method is a hybrid recommendation algorithm combining probability
matrix decomposition and a noise-reduction self-encoder. It is an early method for integrat-
ing the matrix decomposition model and the features of auxiliary information extracted by
deep learning.

NeuMF [18]: This method is a state-of-the-art matrix factorization model with a neural
network architecture. The original implementation is for a recommendation ranking task.
We also calculated Mean Absolute Error and Root Mean Square Error for rating prediction.

IGMC [19]: This method is an inductive matrix completion model without using side
information, which trains a graph neural network (GNN) based purely on 1-hop subgraphs
around (user, item) pairs generated from the rating matrix and maps these subgraphs to
their corresponding ratings.

GCMC [20]: Graph Convolutional Matrix Completion considers the matrix completion
of the recommendation system from the perspective of link prediction on bipartite graphs.
To solve the link prediction problem on bipartite graphs, a self-coding framework is used
for graph information aggregation. At the same time, edge information is aggregated in
information transmission.

NGCF [21]: Neural Graph Collaborative Filtering (NGCF) can capture the collaborative
signal that is latent in user–item interactions, which exploits the user–item graph structure
by propagating embeddings on it. This leads to the expressive modeling of high-order
connectivity in the user–item graph, effectively injecting the collaborative signal into the
embedding process in an explicit manner.

GraphRec [22]: GraphRec is a recommender system based on a graph neural net-
work, which captures user and item feature representation vectors from a user–user social
graph and a user–item graph; it is also based on a matrix-decomposition architecture.
When learning latent factors of users and items, it aggregates the information of user–
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item interaction graphs and social-network graphs through a deep neural network and
attention mechanism.

F-EAE [31]: F-EAE uses exchangeable matrix layers to perform inductive matrix
completion without using content. It uses a deep neural network to learn the interaction
between two or more groups of objects.

PinSage [32]: PinSage is an inductive node-level GNN-based model using content,
which was originally used to predict related pins and is here adapted to predicting ratings.

3.5. Experimental Results

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, LNNSR, we
make an experimental comparison with the representative baseline model on the above two
real data sets. Table 2 reports the performance comparison results, which are the average of
10 experiments.

Table 2. Performance comparison of different recommender systems.

Dataset MovieLens-1M Book-Crossing

Metrics RMSE MAE RMSE MAE
PMF 0.9112 0.7988 1.4322 1.1616
DCF 0.8568 0.7446 1.2572 1.0215

GCMC 0.8371 0.6528 1.0941 0.9093
GraphRec 0.8604 0.7815 1.1307 0.9453

F-EAE 0.8409 0.6624 1.1032 0.9285
IGMC 0.8351 0.6587 1.0767 0.9073

LNNSR 0.7974 0.6519 1.0032 0.8504

From the above experimental results, it can be proved that our method consistently
outperforms the other methods. DCF obtains much better performance than PMF, which is
only based on matrix factorization, and shows the effectiveness of using deep learning to
extract auxiliary information. F-EAE performs better than these models based on matrix
decomposition, which suggests the power of neural network models in recommender
systems. GCMC shows better performance, which supports that the GNNs are powerful
in representation-learning for graph data. The GraphRec model takes advantage of both
rating and social network information. When the user’s social network information cannot
be obtained, or for cold-start users, its performance may not be the best. Our method,
LNNSR, consistently outperforms all the baseline methods. Compared to IGMC and
GCMC, our model, LNNSR, made a new attempt to integrate the rating and latent factors
of the user’s attribute side and the item’s attribute side. Moreover, our model considers
different granularity distribution proportion weights for each attribute.

To evaluate the effectiveness of top-K recommendation and preference ranking, we
selected some representative models of the baselines for comparison. Each method outputs
the user’s preference scores over all the items. For MovieLens-1M, we treat it as positive
implicit feedback when the user’s score for the item is greater than 3. For Book-Crossing,
we treat it as positive implicit feedback when the user’s score for the item is greater than 0,
and we randomly select the same number of items as the negative implicit feedback for the
user from those items where the user’s score is 0. In addition, we filter out the users who
do not have any positive implicit feedback. The average metrics of 10 random experiments
is shown in Table 3.

From the above experimental results, we can find that our method outperforms
almost the most baseline methods on MovieLens-1M. Especially for Book-Crossing, our
method performs even better than NGCF. This may be because that there are some valuable
attribute information on Book-Crossing for each user and item, but the interactions of
users and items are relatively few. Compared with these baselines, we use a granular
neural network to learn the optimal allocation for information granularity and integrate
the proportional weight of the information granularity into the user- and item-implicit
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factor representation, it can capture user-embedding representations and item-embedding
representations more accurately. In addition, we consider interactions and opinions in the
user–item graph, and we also consider the importance of different attribute information
in the user–attribute graph and item–attribute graph. At present, our method utilizes
the first-order neighbors to guide the representation learning; we will explore high-order
connectivity in future work. We show that our proposed method has highly competitive
performance compared to the state-of-the-art baselines. We hope LNNSR can provide a
new idea to recommender systems.

Table 3. Performance comparison of top-10 recommendations.

Dataset MovieLens-1M Book-Crossing

Metrics MRR@10 RECALL@10 HR@10 MRR@10 RECALL@10 HR@10
PMF 0.3235 0.1535 0.5916 0.2235 0.1135 0.4316

NeuMF 0.4246 0.1794 0.7031 0.2835 0.1335 0.4671
GCMC 0.3784 0.1605 0.6063 0.3274 0.1485 0.5017
PinSage 0.3741 0.1625 0.5987 0.3111 0.1342 0.4827
NGCF 0.4563 0.1935 0.7376 0.3502 0.1531 0.5429

LNNSR 0.4502 0.1812 0.7035 0.3513 0.1483 0.5478

3.6. Effect of Embedding Size

For the neural network recommendation model, the embedding dimension is one of
the important super parameters. We compare the performance of the model under different
embedding dimension sizes. All parameters here will be consistent with the previous
text. The RMSE results of models with different embedding dimension sizes under the
MovieLens-1M dataset are shown in Figure 4. The experimental results on the Book-
Crossing dataset are similar and are not shown here. It can be seen that with the increase
of embedding size, the training effect of the model gradually becomes better, and the best
embedding size is 64. With the increase of embedding dimension, the more detailed the
representation of implicit preference features of users and items, the more the corresponding
model accuracy is improved. Formally speaking, embedding is to “represent” an object
with a low-dimensional dense vector. In the field of recommender systems, users’ ratings
of items are mostly a very sparse matrix. The high-dimensional sparse feature vector
is not suitable for the training of multilayer complex neural networks. When using the
deep-learning model to process the high-dimensional sparse feature vector, an embedded
layer is added between the input layer and the full connection layer to convert the high-
dimensional sparse feature vector to the low-dimensional dense feature vector to improve
the performance of the model. However, larger embedding sizes are not better. It can be
seen that when the embedding size is 128, the RMSE increases, compared with 64. This
shows that although the embedding size gradually increases, it has a better representation
ability but will bring overfitting and other problems, reducing the generalization ability of
the model. On the other hand, if the dimension of the input vector in the embedding layer
is too large, it will lead to a huge number of parameters in the whole embedding layer. This
will slow down the convergence speed of the whole neural network. Therefore, we have to
find a proper length of embedding. In our experiment, we use the embedding size of 64 to
balance the relationship between performance and complexity.

3.7. Effect of User’s Attribute Information and Item’s Attribute Information

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model framework, we generate a variant
model named LNNSR-U by removing the latent factor of the user’s attribute side, and
generate another variant model named LNNSR-I by removing the latent factor of the item’s
attribute side. Experiments were carried out in the above two datasets, and the results are
as following, in Figures 5 and 6.
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It can be seen from the experimental results that both LNNSR-U and LNNSR-I lead to
the degradation of model performance. It is proved that the user’s attribute and the item’s
attribute play a certain role in characterizing the user latent factor vector and the item
latent factor vector. Especially in the experimental results of the Book-Crossing dataset, its
performance will decline more when removing the latent factor of the item’s attribute. That
may be due to the greater role of attribute information in the item latent factor vector on
the Book-Crossing dataset.

3.8. Effect of Granularity Distribution Proportion Weights on Node’s Attributes

In this paper, the different granularity distribution proportion weights of each attribute
of nodes can be calculated by a granularity neural network. The optimized levels of
information granularity allocated on each attribute can be integrated into the latent factor
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representation of users and items. In order to illustrate the effectiveness of this strategy,
we compare the performance of the model with combining attribute granularity allocation
with proportional weight with that of the model without combining attribute granularity
allocation with proportional weight (named as LNNSR-N). For the LNNSR-N, we evenly
allocate the granularity weight of each attribute of the node. The experimental results are
shown in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 7. Effect of granularity distribution proportion weights of node’s attributes on MovieLens-
1M dataset.
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Figure 8. Effect of granularity distribution proportion weights of node’s attributes on the Book-
Crossing dataset.

From the results, we can find that not all attributes of one user contribute equally to
the latent factor of the user’s attribute side. Not all attributes of one item have the same
importance for learning the latent factor of the item’s attribute side. Different attributes
have different importance. We obtain the level of information granularity allocated on each
attribute by constructing interval granular neural networks. As shown in Formula (8), we
can use an improved Partheno genetic algorithm to continuously optimize the granularity
allocation (ε1, ε2 . . . εn) until the Q is optimal. We obtain the level of information granularity
according to the “specificity” Q1 and the “coverage” Qcover of the target output. Through
the above experimental results, it is proved that our idea is feasible. By aggregating user
attributes to represent the user latent factor vector and aggregating item attributes to
represent the item latent factor vector, we can more accurately capture user preferences
and item characteristics.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we construct a user–item graph, a user–attribute graph, and an item–
attribute graph according to the interaction information between users and items. A graph
neural network carries out the depth representation of the user and item node information.
In order to capture the latent factor-embedding representation of nodes more accurately, we
have presented a rating prediction recommendation model (LNNSR), which combines with
the optimizing allocation for information granularity of the node attribute by developing a
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granular neural network. The granularity neural network is used to calculate the proportion
weight of each attribute of each node. The proportion weight of attribute granularity is
fused into the representation of user and item latent factors to capture the user- and item-
embedding representation accurately. Experimental results on two real-world datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, LNNSR.

However, our model also has some limitations. First of all, for the implicit factor
representation of users and items, we use the interaction and scoring behavior, user attribute
information, and item attribute information to capture the implicit factor vector of nodes
without considering the dynamic propagation of the implicit factor vector. In fact, the
interaction and scoring behavior of users and items change and propagate dynamically in
the whole graph network. In the future, we will try to add its dynamic and communicative
feature representation. Secondly, the granular neural network combined with interval
computation and neural network used in this paper may be deficient in data generalization
ability. There is still a lot of room for improvement. For example, in this paper, we use the
method of interval mathematics to granulate the input space of attributes. We extend the
numerical data to an interval, which has some limitations. We use an improved Partheno
genetic algorithm to optimize the granularity allocation of input space; the optimization
effect for other types of tasks and huge capacity level input space is not very good. In
the experimental data set, we only optimize the granularity allocation of a small-scale
input space. However, the optimization effect is not very good for large-scale input spaces.
Therefore, we need to explore more appropriate and universal population optimization
algorithms. Thirdly, in the experimental results of the top-K recommendations, our method
did not outperform all the baseline methods. This might be because our method utilizes the
first-order neighbors to guide the representation learning; we will explore the high-order
connectivity. Moreover, we only carried out experiments in single-mode data; we will
extend this model to the multi-modal data in future work.
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